Predicting blood concentration levels of pharmaceutical agents in human subjects can be made difficult by missing data and variability within and between human subjects. Biometricians use a variety of software tools to analyze pharmacokinetic information in order to conduct research about a pharmaceutical agent. This paper is the comparison between using a feedforward backpropagation neural network to predict blood serum concentration levels of the drug tobramycin in pediatric cystic fibrosis and hemotologic-oncologic disorder patients with the most commonly used software for analysis of pharmacokinetics, NONMEM w . Mean squared standard error is used to establish the comparability of the two estimation methods. The motivation for this research is the desire to provide clinicians and pharmaceutical researchers a cost effective, user friendly, and timely analysis tool for effectively predicting blood concentration ranges in human subjects. q 2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction
Artificial neural networks, which have strong statistical prediction capabilities, continue to gain acceptance as data analysis tools. Testing in this and other research has shown that neural networks can be trained to estimate plasma concentration values of pharmaceutical agents without relying on complex computation models andror cumbersome statistical prediction applications. If the need for complex modeling were eliminated, testing results could be generated more quickly and easily than it is accomplished using currently available technology. w x Brier et al. 3 examined the use of neural networks for population pharmacokinetic analysis, concluding that NONMEM and the neural networks provided comparable predictions of plasma drug concentrations. Our research question was to determine whether a neural network application specifically designed for the prediction of blood serum concentration levels of pharmaceutical drugs could be an effective replacement for current statistical analysis methodologies. Our goal was to create an intelligent tool that could assist clinicians in opti-mally administering drugs and provide pharmaceutical scientists with valuable data gathered in clinical settings, more promptly and efficiently.
In this paper, we first present a brief background description of pharmacokinetic analysis, statistical prediction methods, and neural networks. Next, we discuss an experiment in which we compared the predicative capability of a neural network application with NONMEM, the industry standard application currently used for pharmacokinetic data analysis. The paper then describes usability issues associated with a proposed neural network application, the user interface, the types of analysis for which it could be used to assist medical researchers and clinicians in their work, and the social implications of adopting the neural network application in place of NON-MEM and similar data analysis tools.
Background

Pharmacokinetic analysis
Pharmacokinetics is the study of how various biological processes influence the effectiveness of drugs -the quantifying of determinates of drug concentration.
Information about the proper administration of pharmaceutical drugs in clinical settings is obtained from varied sources. Some data are collected following a very formal set of procedures. Much of the information, however, must be obtained by observing the actual clinical administering of the drugs. However, the non-stringent nature by which clinical treatments are administered results in many of the data gathered in clinical settings being in a format which is not easily applicable to standardized statistical and data analysis.
Although clinical information gathering does not use rigorous methodology, data collected from clinical studies of pharmaceutic agents are still very useful to assist clinical physicians in modulating w x treatment dosages to patients in their care 13 . Such data record the administration of a drug to individuals and the subsequent observation of drug levels Ž . most often in blood plasma . The study of this type w x of information is referred to as Pharmacokinetics 2 .
In rigorous methods of gathering population data Ž on a particular drug's effects, an individual the . subject contributes one instance of information. In clinical settings, a patient may contribute multiple instances of information, potentially occurring over an extended period of time, thereby creating the need for an analysis model, which takes into consideration a time series of responses -known as repeated measures. Related to this is the problem known as imbalance, in which one patient may contribute a series of data, while another patient may only produce one datum. A third issue, confounding, occurs when a patient is given specific dosages of a particular drug based on that patient's prior reactions, in contrast to more stringent methods that require w x dosages to be given randomly 13 . These issues make it difficult to devise statistical analysis tools to predict pharmacokinetic parameters such as blood serum concentration levels, volume of distribution, Ž and clearance how quickly a pharmaceutical agent . leaves the blood stream .
Other data analysis problems stem from popula-Ž . tion within patient demographics such as age, weight, seriousness of the illness, gender, etc. Some demographic data may change during the period when treatment is administered, further complicating determination of the proper administration of drug dosages.
Statistical prediction methodologies
The current standard for the analysis of population pharmacokinetic data is the application NON-MEM, developed by the University of California at San Francisco. NONMEM is a data analysis tech-Ž nique for fitting nonlinear mixed effects statistical . regression-type models that is mainly applied in the estimation of pharmacokinetic and pharmacodyw x namic data 2 . NONMEM users must have high levels of understanding of statistics and pharmacokiw x netics 5 in order to use the application successfully. Furthermore, a user must initially determine the appropriate statistical model for the NONMEM program to use for data analysis before any interaction with an application is undertaken and this can take many hours or days to complete.
The UNIX version of NONMEM requires the use Ž . of FORTRAN-like commands Fig. 1 to convey modeling and data information to the application, which further complicates NONMEM usage. Only a small number of researchers in the field of biomet- rics have the skills needed to be proficient at pharmacokinetic data analysis using NONMEM, making them a scarce and expensive resource.
Several other computerized methods of doing pharmacokinetic analysis exhibit varying degrees of w x usability and predictive capabilities, but Roe et al. 9 found NONMEM to be more flexible, have fewer limitations in modeling of data, and be consistently more successful at predicting pharmacokinetic parameters than other similar applications. Since these are important issues to pharmaceutical researchers, NONMEM remains the accepted standard for conducting pharmaceutical studies.
Estimation using neural networks
Different models of neural networks exist. General details about artificial neural networks can be w x found in Ref. 11 . A taxonomy of the types of w x artificial neural networks can be found in Ref. 7 .
Our design employs a connectionist, feedforwardr backpropagation neural network.
Since the predictive capability of neural networks is typically nonlinear, it is appropriate to explain that feedforward neural networks perform a kind of nonlinear regression in which a multilayer network is trying to find a low-order representation in the weights between the network layers. That representation itself is, in general, a nonlinear function of the physical input variables that allows for the interactions of relationships among many input variables at w x one time 10 . Thus, the inputs become dependent on one another through network interaction and ultimately, generate nonlinear estimations as output variables.
Backpropagation, selected for our design, is a neural networking algorithm in which activation is passed forward through the network and the output unit activations are compared with a teaching vector.
( )These represent the inputroutput pairs. The comparison of inputroutput pairs results in error scores, which are used to propagate changes back down through the layers of weights. Weights represent the numerical strength of the connections or links between a node and its neighbors in a neural network w x 1 and can have either positive or negative values w x 11 . These weights represent the AintelligenceB of the network -the essence of its predictive capability.
The role of an activation function is to combine the input being broadcast to a node from other nodes in a network. A typical activation function compresses the network activation impinging on a node w x between predetermined limits 1 -usually a value between zero and one. We chose a sigmoidal, or s-shaped, activation function on the basis of its excellent predictive capabilities demonstrated in a previous experiment involving the estimation of toxin w x concentration in soil samples 4 .
During the learning process, the sigmoidal unit is Ž roughly linear for small weights a net input near . zero and gets increasingly nonlinear in its response as it approaches its points of maximum curvature on either side of the midpoint. Thus, at the beginning of learning, when weights are small, the system is mainly linear and seeking a linear solution. As the weights grow, the network becomes increasingly nonlinear and begins to move toward a nonlinear solution to the problem. This linearity property makes the units more robust and allows the network to reliably attain the same solution in repeated experiw x mentation 10 . Thus, two different training sessions, using the same input data and randomly initialized weights, should consistently predict the same results.
Neural network parameters
The ability to train multilayer networks is an important step toward building intelligent applications. Neural networks must learn their own representations because it is not possible to program them w x by hand 8,10 . The optimization of neural network parameters is critical in order to achieve the best possible predictive ability.
Five different parameters can be adjusted in the creation of a backpropagation neural network: hidden units, number of layers, learning rate, momentum and number of epochs. The number of hidden units refers to the number of nodes plus a threshold node which are to be placed between the input and output vectors. Layers represent the number of layers of hidden units between the input and output vectors. Learning rate is the numeric value by which the weights between the input, hidden, and output layers are adjusted. Momentum is a parameter, which can increase the pace of learning, potentially reducing the amount of time that it takes to train the network. The number of epochs refers to the number of times a data set is applied to the neural network for training, tuning, and testing.
Currentr possible scenario
For researchers, the greatest problem with the current system is that they must develop their own statistical prediction models in order to study a drug.
Ž . This is a time-consuming process often days and takes a high level of skill. Ž Work conducted in research facilities commer-. cial, private, and academic conduct analysis on pharmaceutical agents currently is reported to researchers either as information accompanying a drug or through journal articles and other publications. Clinicians must rely on the accuracy of such research although in practise, they develop a AfeelB for the effectiveness of a drug at a certain blood level concentrations for specific patients. They therefore dose drugs based both on past experience and recommended dosages generated by pharmaceutical companies and researchers without having any opportunity for discussion of findings. Also, the physician's data and knowledge may or may not be shared with colleagues within their facility andror field.
No application exists today which would allow medical practitioners to quickly and easily adjust dosage to patients who have differing pharmacokinetic parameters, which means they must rely on documentation and experience to correctly dose a patient to maintain a plasma concentration level in an effective range.
Providing clinicians with NONMEM would not necessarily generate more research; the software requires an ability to do extensive statistical modeling beyond the skills of many clinicians. In contrast, a neural network works empirically. Once a patient's pharmacokinetic parameters are entered, the best possible dosing regimen for a particular individual ( )can be found simply by using slider bars to adjust dose and the interval time between dosages. This application would not only be an effective clinical tool, but could also facilitate information sharing, resulting in better care for patients.
Pharmaceutical researchers would also benefit. Studies could be conducted more quickly than if they had to develop a prediction model for every study. Because the neural network would train itself to maximum prediction efficiency when given a certain set of parameters, the researcher could generate several studies in the amount of time it previously took to do one.
Experimental test bed for population analysis
The data set for our experiment contained information regarding tobramycin, a drug used for repressing infectious diseases of the blood. Patients eligible for the study had been diagnosed with either cystic fibrosis or a hemotologic-oncologic disorder, were less than 18 years of age, had been receiving tobramycin more than 24 h, and had had peak and trough concentration blood samples taken at approximately 2 and 6 h post-initiation of a 30-min drug infusion of tobramycin.
The data set, collected from 1983 to 1992, constituted a total of 311 instances of patient information gathered from 101 patients. Originally, this information was collected for a study to determine whether illness had a significant effect on the effectiveness of the tobramycin. The parameters of the data set are shown in Fig. 2 .
There were two possibilities for data set representation: if peak and trough concentration levels were ignored, the data set would contain 622 data points. If peak and trough concentrations were predicted separately, the data set would contain 311 data points. Consistent with most data sets collected in clinical settings, several patients had contributed a small number of inputs while others had many inputs over an extended period of time.
The experiment
NONMEM analysis
The NONMEM analysis used 622 data points and predicted blood concentration values for each patient in the NONMEM study without consideration of peak and trough values. The pharmacokinetic model used for estimating blood serum concentration can Ž . be represented in Eq. 1 . distribution and ln is the natural log.
Neural network testing phases
In our initial test, which directly matched the NONMEM analysis, the original data set was divided into the six demographic and dosage inputs plus the time of the blood drawing resulting in a total of 622 data points. A single output was generatedthe plasma concentration of tobramycin given at the time of blood drawn. The network topology was a seven-inputrone-output neural network with 30 hidden units.
In the second test, the original 311 data points were presented to the neural network. Peak and trough concentrations were predicted as separate values. The resulting network topology was eight inputs and two outputs with 23 hidden units.
In both data sets, two-thirds of the data points were used for the training phase of the neural network. The remaining data points were used for the tuning phase. The input units were normalized as shown in Table 1 for both tests. This resulted in the best predictive capability from the neural network.
The output vector of the neural network, a value between 0 and 1, needed to be modified in order to make comparisons between the network's output vector and the actual data. This value was normalized to the same range of values. This was done Ž . using the formula found in Eq. 4 . ln actual concentration y ln minimum concentration value Ž . Ž .
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Ž .
ln maximum concentration value y ln minimum concentration value .
Ž . Ž .
Neural network parameters
The goal of selecting the settings for the different parameters for a neural network is to minimize the Ž . mean standard squared error MSSE . While other parameters are held constant, each parameter is tested using the data set. The ranges of parameters tested are shown in Table 2 and the optimal parameters, which were selected are shown in Table 3 . Although momentum was tested, it was not used in the final selection of parameters due to increased MSSE in the results.
Results of testing
The most direct comparison between the neural network results and the NONMEM analysis was Test ( )I -no separation of peak and trough concentrations, 622 data points. The result of these tests showed that the neural network could predict blood concentration levels more successfully than NON-MEM, however, not at a statistically significant level. The best result was obtained when peak and trough concentrations were predicted separately in Test II.
In Figs. 3 and 4 , created using MiniTab w , the one-way analysis of variance shows that the neural network predicted blood serum concentration levels better than NONMEM. The mean squared error Ž . MSE associated with the prediction was lower in each of those cases. The p-value for Test I, the most direct comparison, was approximately 10%. The p-Ž . value for Test II, which represents the lowest best p-value, was approximately 9%.
A medical decision support application for clinicians and researchers
Usability issues
In order for a software application to be widely accepted, regardless of its type, it must be easy to use. The growing emphasis on usability is one of the most dominant of the current trends in computing w x 6 .
NONMEM has two difficulties: the application can be complex to use and the development of prediction models is required. A biometrician described the process of model development as taking a AvariableB length of time, sometimes as long as a day or several days. Since the cost of a typical biometrician's time is expensive, there would be a cost benefit if he spent less time modeling and more time conducting research about gathered data. The biometrician also found the application difficult to use both because of the FORTRAN-like commands and the operating system in which it was used Ž .
UNIX .
Timeliness of information: in clinical settings, it is necessary to have relevant drug information readily w x available 12 . Since a neural network should be able to generate predictions in a few minutes or seconds, clinicians could get information instantly, not read about them later after a biometrician has performed a study.
Ultimately, the criterion for acceptance is based on the performance of the application -how accurately it works. Proof that the neural network will consistently predict blood concentration values equal to or better than currently accepted statistical techniques must be provided to researchers in order to convince them to change from their proven methodologies.
The data analysis tool
The goal is to create an application that clinicians and researchers can reliably use to generate concen-Ž tration levels and potentially other parameters as . well and perform trend analyses. Clinicians would then have necessary information at their fingertips and pharmaceutical researchers would have a tool to make the analysis of data easier.
The proposed interface would address two possible types of analysis: prediction and data analysis. At invocation of the application, users could choose which of these tools they would prefer to use. The interface will be developed for use on a wide variety of platforms, using Java as the interface development tool.
Our proposed data analysis tool was developed in Ž . ANSI C the neural network component , with a Delphi interface component on Windows NT. Delphi and NT provide a convenient environment for quick prototyping. Several medical and pharmacy school researchers have participated in the design of this Ž . analysis tool Fig. 5 . 
Whatif analysis
The Whatif analysis interface would be able to determine the potential blood concentration level in a patient's blood stream. Two key types of data would be provided to the neural network's input vector: patient data and drug application data. Patient data are parameters such as age, weight, illness, etc. Drug application data are the clinician's dosing regimen such as dosage, dosing interval, time of blood drawn, etc.
As previously noted, patient data vary over time. Patients get older, may gain or lose weight, and perhaps grow increasingly ill or show signs of recovery. Whatif analysis will be a helpful tool to assist clinicians in predicting what the plasma concentration level will be, based on changes. A likely scenario follows: a patient with cystic fibrosis was admitted to the hospital at the age of 3.25 years. The patient was treated for an infection with tobramycin. Two years later, the patient reenters the hospital for treatment of another infection. The patient's previous data are helpful, but certain demographics have altered, so reaction to the drug is likely to be different. The patient is now age five. Between the ages of 3 and 5, children grow very rapidly, usually experiencing a considerable weight gain. The infection is less advanced than it was during the previous visit. At the minimum, three parameters have changed. The Whatif analysis can accept information changes and quickly predict a blood concentration level for a particular dosing regimen.
Drug applications can also be dynamic. Perhaps, a clinician would prefer to see a particular concentration level in a patient, for instance, the recommended optimal level. By using the Whatif analysis, the clinician could alter the dosage or dosing interval to reach the desired blood serum concentration level in the patient. This strategy would be particularly useful if previous dosing information about the patient were Ž . unavailable Fig. 5 .
A likely scenario here might be one in which the patient had never been previously treated, but is now entering the hospital with an infectious disorder. The clinician could enter patient data and within a few seconds determine, based on that information, what that patient's blood concentration level will be after administration of a particular dosage andror dosing interval. Information could be reentered until the clinician determines the regimen that best fits the desired concentration level without having to test the patient's reaction to the drug by dosing him or her and then drawing blood and checking peak and Ž . trough concentrations Fig. 6 .
Graphing ability would be incorporated into the interface, allowing the clinician to choose a particular drug application parameter such as dosage, holding all other parameters constant. The Whatif analysis would display a chart showing the blood Ž . concentrations for different dosages Fig. 7 .
Since the data set and the weights associated with it would already exist, predicting the blood concentration level of the patient would be a quick and easy process, requiring only a few seconds of CPU processing time. At present, no application of this kind is available to assist clinicians in finding an effective dose range for an individual patient.
The training session
Targeted toward meeting the requirements of pharmaceutical researchers, the Training Session interface would be used to present new data sets to the neural network for analysis or to take an existing data set and alter the fields included to analyze how highly each input is correlated with predicting the output. Additionally, the interface would be useful to a researcher who might wish to predict peak and trough concentrations or a single concentration level -either peak, trough or a generic value. The Training Session would give researchers the flexibility to set their own input and output vectors, allowing them to conduct a broad range of research relating to a particular drug in a short period of time. A possible scenario might involve a pharmaceutical company that would like to determine whether the type of illness a patient has is highly correlated with the blood concentration level of a drug. The data set is loaded into the Training Session and input and output vectors are established. The neural network is trained the first time, including the illness parameter and then a second training session is run with the parameter removed. The Training Session can present the researcher with error information. If the error is significantly higher during the second session, it can be concluded that the illness is likely to be a highly correlated parameter and that perhaps, the drug is better for use in treating some illnesses than others.
An important usability feature of the Training Session will be the ability to automatically scale and normalize the data set, select optimal network parameters, and train the network to predict values, without the user's having to understand the complexity of neural networking. No extensive training for the researcher would be required.
Conclusions and future work
The results of the study comparing NONMEM and neural network show that the neural network has predictive capability equal to or better than NON-MEM. Although statistical significance was not established, we were able to prove that a neural network can accurately predict blood concentration level in human subjects making the two methods interchangeable tools for effectively estimating concentration levels.
In addition to accuracy, the neural network application has the advantage of producing results empirically, without the need for developing statistical ( )prediction models. This puts the power of generating results in the hands of clinicians who may not be well trained in this type of analysis methods. Further, it enables biometricians to have more time to conduct analyses. As a cost effective, accurate pharmacokinetic estimation application, it should be an excellent tool for both researchers and practitioners.
The future directions of this project are to complete the proposed modules in the prototype. Once these are completed, we plan to conduct a usability study and cost benefit analysis with both clinicians and researchers to investigate adoption issues and functionality.
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